
630 SMAPI/XCAT setup - (update 1/27/2015) - by Marci Beach

If you have installed saying "N" to the using smapi install panel and will use the Dirmaint product,
but still want to use smapi and XCAT, follow the info below.
If you installed saying "Y" to the using smapi install panel, skip to the Heading "SKIP TO HERE" below.

The info below is for getting Dirmaint, SMAPI and XCAT setup for use.

Here is a list of some of the things I check:

Q NAMES to see that all the expected users are logged on. These should not include the SMAPI worker & server ids etc.
Q DASD to make sure system has all the dasd attached.
Q OSA to make sure OSAs are attached as desired.
NETSTAT HOME to make sure ip address looks good.

First I will use the Program Directory to enable Dirmaint and setup the product for use with my system.

Start Dirmaint and make sure it comes up and is operational for native CMS users.

I will then follow the Appendix B. DirMaint Support for Systems Management APIs to add configuration for SMAPI use to Dirmaint.

Logon to DIRMAINT userid, create or edit the supplemental CONFIGSM DATADVH file.

First configure use of ASUSER Prefix by adding entries for the SMAPI worker servers.

Then add entries to enable the Asynchronous Update Notification Exit

Issue the RLDDATA command.

Now I need to add the SMAPI Worker servers to the AUTHFOR CONTROL file in order to give then the DirMaint Command Set Authorizations.



Issue the RLDDATA command.

Now on to the SMAPI configuration needed to allow its usage.

Use the LOCALMOD procedure to edit the DMSSISVR NAMES file.
and change the following entry:

Edit the PROFILE EXEC on the AUTOLOG1 id and add startup of VSMGUARD.

Now I will SHUTDOWN REIPL to make sure DIRMAINT and SMAPI comes up ok



SKIP TO HERE

I will now try simple SMAPI Queries to make sure all is ok. I will use the Q API LEVEL and Q DIRECTORY MANAGER LEVEL APIs
There is a package in the VM Download Library that will execute these APIs. (Q_SMAPI).

If all is well it is time to get XCAT configured.

To allow the XCAT and ZHCP servers to function properly on z/VM, you need to supply the following information:

IP addresses assigned to the XCAT server, XCAT management node and ZHCP servers
Host names for the XCAT and ZHCP servers
The real device number or a real device number and OSA-Express port number to be used as an UPLINK port to connect the virtual switch to the OSA-Express device.
The z/VM system node ID.
DASD space to contain the Linux ISO repository

I will use the LOCALMOD process to update the DMSSICNF COPY file to include this info for my system:



For the volumes added to the XCAT_iso variable you need to use CPFMTXA to do a CP format of the volumes being used (Note that xCAT will be able to use the DASD
volumes only if they are formatted by CPFMTXA) and ATTACH the volumes to the SYSTEM.

We will delete the XCATVSW1 and XCATVSW2 vswitches that were created when SMAPI was originally started.

Then Shutdown REIPL in order to get SMAPI restarted. This is the easiest way to make sure everything is stopped and started up cleanly.

After about 5 min or so (this wait time depends on how many and how big the iso disks you have defined are),
if you issue the Q VSWITCH XCATVSW1 DETAILS and the Q VSWITCH XCATVSW2 DETAILS commands,
you should see the info you added to the configuration for XCAT has taken affect.









After a few minutes, you should be able to ping the XCAT Management Node ip address.

With successful pings, I should now be able to go to the web interface for XCAT at https://myipadress/xcat/

Since this is a secure site, you will first have to Add the Exception.





You will then get to the Login screen, enter login info and hit login button.





This will take you to the main window.





From here on out, I followed the XCAT tutorial for setting up and provisioning a guest etc.


